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Chapter 8

ADAM SCRIVEYN IN CYBERSPACE: LOSS, LABOUR, IDEOLOGY, AND INFRASTRUCTURE IN INTEROPERABLE REUSE OF DIGITAL MANUSCRIPT METADATA

BRIDGET WHEARTY

And for ther is so gret diversite
In English and in writyn of oure tonge,
So prey I God that non myswrite the,
Ne the mysmetre for defaute of tonge;
And red wherso thow be, or elles songe,
That thow be understonde, God I biseche!
But yet to purpos of my rather speche

—Geoffrey Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde

Once you start to aggregate these resources and combine them in a new context and for a new purpose, you find out, in practical terms, what it means to say that that their creators really only envisioned them being processed in their original context.... It's as though the data has suddenly found itself in Union Station in its pajamas: it is not properly dressed for its new environment.

—John Unsworth, “Digital Humanities Centers as Cyberinfrastructure”

In recent years, the digitization of medieval manuscripts has grown from a few intrepid trickles to a global flood. Driven by twin commitments to preservation and access, major

1 This chapter is indebted to the Council on Libraries and Information Resources (CLIR) and the many members of Stanford University Libraries’ Department of Digital Library Systems and Services who welcomed and mentored me throughout my postdoc there. I am grateful, especially, to Tom Cramer, Tony Navarrete, Bess Sadler, and Laney McGlohon; and to Greta de Groat, Lynn McRae, and Laura Wilsey who generously shared expertise in metadata and crosswalking. Throughout my postdoc, Benjamin Albritton was an invaluable sounding board, patient teacher, and enthusiastic collaborator. While I am deeply grateful to all at CLIR, SUL, and DLSS, my gratitude to him knows no bounds.

2 V.1793–1799. All quotations from Chaucer, unless otherwise noted, come from Benson, ed., The Riverside Chaucer.

digitization efforts dedicated to medieval books have arisen across the planet. This tide has also given rise to important warnings that digitization is fundamentally transforming scholarly work upon medieval books. Although “the physical” and “the digital” are frequently presented in opposition, beneath significant disagreements all sides share core convictions. Namely, that medieval books matter, that they must be cared for, preserved, read, and maintained, that these objects’ physical forms—their words, miniatures, margins, fore-edges and bindings—are vitally important to uncovering complex textual meanings, and to recovering the identities, concerns, and desires of the people who made and read these books centuries before us.

Atop these core convictions, there are significant differences between the work that can be done on physical, analogue codices and that which can be done using digital medieval manuscripts. In photographs, much of the sensual experience of the codex goes missing: one cannot touch it, hear it, smell the book; one cannot see the particular movement of these specific leaves as they respond to the exact humidity of the weather on the day of the reader’s visit. Although the language of these objections foregrounds an undeniable pleasure in touching the physical object, lack of physical access raises serious scholarly concerns that cannot be dismissed as the “simple” thrill of touching a medieval book. Collation formulae, for example, are difficult to determine, or verify, when photographs do not fully show an opening’s gutter, and when the only images of the head and tail show the covers pressed firmly closed. (Moreover, there are valid and real concerns that digital manuscripts’ existence might be used to bar desirous researchers from laying hands on the beloved object.) And yet, despite the undeniable benefits of working directly with the physical book, there is also something equally powerful

4 Among many remarkable projects, the work by the Hill Museum and Manuscript Library stands out: both in creating digital preservation copies of the medieval manuscripts of Timbuktu and in ongoing efforts in Iraq and Syria to create access copies of priceless cultural heritage items, many of which are, at the time of writing, unreachable (and increasingly endangered) due to ongoing political campaigns carried out by the Islamic State. It is also worth noting that while medieval manuscripts are not generally physically destroyed in the process of digitizing, more modern texts have been—and in some cases, continue to be—cut apart in order to aid the speed at which they can be digitized. See, for example, Harvard’s “Free the Law” Project, which—treating books of case law as content vessels rather than objects with their own complex histories—slices book’s pages from their spines and covers in order to achieve the admirable goal of a universal database of American law. In these more modern examples, unlike the medieval ones this chapter is dedicated to discussing, the commitments of preservation and access may sometimes be less “twin goals” and more competing teams.

5 Edwards, “Back to the Real?” remains a key thought-piece in these debates. Similar concerns about the ways that digitized objects fail to convey the full materiality of the physical object are raised in Treharne, “Fleshe Out the Text”; Rudy, “Dirty Books”; Echard, “Containing the Book: The Institutional Afterlives of Medieval Manuscripts,” and her coda to Printing the Middle Ages.

6 Not that these thrills are ever simple. Nor should that very real visceral pleasure be dismissed.

about possessing the ability to call up images of the texts we study whenever, and wherever, we wish. Sitting at home in upstate New York, I can pour a glass of wine, or nibble cheese, as I read Huntington Library, HM 286, a deluxe copy of John Lydgate’s *Fall of Princes* (ca. 1440–1460) held in southern California—approximately 2700 miles/2445 km from my home. Although I cannot touch the flesh or smell the leaves of the book, the experience of this kind of slow reading is still strange and lovely: the manuscript and I commune together; through a kind of modern image-magic of the glowing screen. And, significantly, our connection cannot be severed by limited research funding or special collections’ reading room hours. I stop reading when I want to, and not before.

This sense of digital access as an intimate, one-to-one communion of lone researcher with distant book is founded on a great deal of invisible and undervalued labour. A vast community of curators, photographers, and metadata and remediation specialists make possible my communion with HM 286, even if—as part of their labour—they erase all trace of their interventions. And this community grows infinitely larger, and even more invisible, when it comes to the labour of making digital manuscripts *interoperable*, by which I mean discoverable, shareable, and useable between and across institutions. The longed-for quest object of digital manuscripts may be a single hub where a researcher can search and view the manuscripts of the world, but this marvellous hub cannot exist without serious work on digital manuscripts’ descriptive metadata—the machine-readable descriptions that make it possible for researchers to search by writing support, language, contents, subject, author, scribe, artist, location of origin, current repository, etc. Perhaps because we are significantly less interested in the living than the dead, medievalists rarely inquire into the labour of making and maintaining digital manuscripts. But that is our error. For digital books are, undeniably, still objects in their own rights, albeit objects of a very different sort than the “analogue” book. Furthermore, the frequently invisible work that goes into their creation and maintenance has a profound impact on the images we see on our screens, as well as those that exist but we cannot find.

This chapter explores how invisible decisions governing the creation and sharing of digitized medieval manuscripts exert a profound, albeit unacknowledged, impact on the kind of research manuscript scholars are able to do. In particular, I focus on the use and reuse of manuscripts’ descriptions that I participated in as a CLIR Postdoctoral Fellow in Data Curation for Medieval Studies at Stanford University, working as data curator on the Digital Manuscript Index (hereafter DMS-Index), a multi-institution

---

8 I acknowledge also that this digital access is a privileged and precarious state, dependent on access to electricity, an up-to-date computer, and a stable and powerful internet connection on my end, as well as everything working smoothly on the home institution’s end—and this does not always happen.

9 I am indebted to my colleague Kristen Gallant for this reminder, which has long been accepted common sense among librarians and has shaped library-based practices in producing objects’ records. This careful, longstanding differentiation between “analogue” books and digital manuscripts in library communities can provide an important model for manuscript scholars seeking language to differentiate between the two, extremely different objects.
experiment working toward that dream of a single search portal through which the
digitized manuscripts of the world may be seen.\(^{10}\) Because this chapter exists at the
intersection of library, medievalist, digitization, and digital humanities (DH) cultures,
I begin by defining a broad set of key tools and concepts. Next, using the sharing of
manuscripts from the Walters Art Museum with DMS-Index as my case study, I explore
how the processes of copying and transformation, inevitably, create loss and change.
Then, I move on to the Parker on the Web app and the challenges of reusing older dig-
tal projects’ data made according to earlier best practices, which might no longer rule.
Finally, drawing on my experiences with metadata from e-codices, the digital man-
uscript library of Switzerland, I consider how cataloguing languages and decisions
feed into debates over outreach, access, and the problematic monolingualism of digital
humanities.

Throughout, this chapter will argue that manuscript scholars and medievalists
must take a more book historical approach to digitized texts. In other words, I seek
to promote a codicology of the digital medieval book. Rather than treating the digital
book as a not-quite-good-enough window to the distant physical book upon which one
might like to do codicological study, I argue that manuscript scholars and medievalists
must engage in rigorous analysis of the digital book as a unique object. We need to
uncover the historical, political, social, and economic pressures that shape digitiza-
tion and the building of digital repositories, because these forces exert as much influ-
ence on the shape of digital medieval texts as they did, centuries ago, in the shaping
of physical texts. Framed via a rather different terminology, this chapter seeks to pro-
mote a deeper sort of information literacy for medievalists and manuscript scholars,
by revealing how the information we see when we work with digital manuscripts is
structured by all kinds of outside social forces. I do so because, whether approached
via codicology or information literacy, it is imperative for medievalists and manuscript
scholars to not lose sight of the fact that all of this information and these manuscript
descriptions are always based on human decision-making—and are therefore never
neutral.

In particular, this chapter seeks to make visible some of digital projects’ invis-
ible labour by sharing my narrative of growth as a programmer and digital humanist
in the making of the second iteration of DMS-Index. This chapter is in many ways my
conversion narrative, or *bildungsroman*, as a digital humanist. When my work on this
project began, I was a freshly minted PhD in English, specializing in fifteenth-century
English poetry. I had no digital humanities experience, and so—as is often the case for
both library work and digital humanities—much of my learning occurred on the job.
Thus, part of the argument of this chapter will be to trace a narrative of skills growth.
Similar narratives of growth, I contend, are part of the underlying, hidden story of DH
projects and this unseen growth can exert a profound, often unacknowledged impact
on the shape these final projects can take. Because this is a *bildungsroman*, there will be
readers of this chapter who came of age earlier and who therefore are more advanced

---

\(^{10}\) On DMS-Index, see Foys, “Media Archaeology and the Digital Incunable,” 134.
coders than I was at the moment I began my postdoc. I expect these readers will come up with coding solutions that I did not in my first years of DH practice. But that is perhaps the least interesting kind of response I seek to foster. A much larger part of this article’s argument is that there is value in revealing this inner working—how what was built looks the way it does because I was a digital humanist in formation. A medievalist perspective on this digital work reveals that these processes of self-formation are part of a much longer genealogy of text-technologies and transformation than is often acknowledged. Rather than obscure the learning that took place as I copied, or the ways that my improved coding changed what I was able to do with different metadata sets as the project progressed, I seek to reclaim how copyists, in the constant state of forming their own best practices, have always and will always be the story of medieval texts—in digital archives and aggregators, in earlier projects that those aggregators reuse and curate, all the way back to medieval manuscript makers, who were also involved in the work of copying under social, technological, educational, and economic pressures.

Laying Foundations: Definitions for “Metadata” and “Interoperability”

Metadata

A widely used (if maddeningly circular) definition of metadata is “data about data,” or “data that describes or gives information about other data,” definitions that frankly do little to clarify what metadata actually is and does. More focused communities offer more specific and useful definitions. In academic libraries, the term is “commonly used for any formal scheme of resource description” for all library holdings that must be catalogued and described—both physical books and digital objects. As the National Information Standards Organization (NISO) puts it, metadata is “structured information that describes, explains, locates, or otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use, or manage an information resource.” There are three distinct categories of metadata: administrative

---

11 Adeline Koh’s treatment of how certain class, gender, geographical, racial, and ethnic backgrounds support or inhibit early technological uptake in those who go on to become digital humanists is informative for my understanding here, as is work by Eszter Hargittai, Moya Z. Bailey, Chris Bourg, and Bess Sadler. See Koh, “Niceness, Building, and Opening the Genealogy of the Digital Humanities”; Hargittai, “Digital Natives or Digital Naives?”; Bailey, “All the Digital Humanists Are White, All the Nerds Are Men, but Some of Us Are Brave”; and Sadler and Bourg, “Feminism and the Future of Library Discovery.”

12 Bredehoft’s The Visible Text: Textual Production and Reproduction from Beowulf to Maus is exemplary in its working putting medieval texts into a much longer history of text and textual transformation, and has strongly influenced my thinking.


15 NISO, “Understanding Metadata,” 1. See also Hodge, “Metadata Made Simpler.”
metadata, structural metadata, and descriptive metadata. This last category is, arguably, most important for researchers of medieval manuscripts and is the focus of this chapter.

A manuscript’s bibliographic record and/or catalogue description—which outlines its contents, physical make-up, provenance, etc.—is its descriptive metadata. It is this descriptive metadata that computers query when researchers seek out manuscripts containing works by John Lydgate, or manuscripts in original fifteenth-century limp bindings, or containing miniatures of St. Margaret of Antioch. For a computer to successfully find manuscripts that fit these categories, this information about the book must not be just represented in the digital images of the book but also encoded in the digital manuscript’s descriptive metadata.

In addition to essential search-and-discovery functionality, descriptive metadata plays an increasingly important role filling the experiential gaps between what can be learned studying the physical book and what can be perceived working with a digital manuscript via a modern screen. As Mohammed Ourabah Souala and Mohamed Hassoun put it:

simply providing images of the manuscript [via digitization] is not sufficient as the images do not convey many important aspects of the manuscript including: codicological description (codex, binding, etc.); paleographic description (handwriting, etc.); manuscript transmission history.

Until the time when providing full text versions of the manuscripts is feasible, manuscript cataloguing proves to be a realistic solution for providing access.

It is widely recognized that digitized manuscripts are fundamentally lacking when it comes to fully representing the rich complexity of a physical codex. A. S. G. Edwards highlights several particularly important aspects that are difficult to discern via digital images:

it is often difficult for viewers to take in the scale of the object being presented. It is also difficult to discern distinctions between materials such as parchment

---

16 This in turn can be separated further into rights management metadata and preservation metadata.


18 For more on metadata, and how the term’s meaning shifts, Proteus-like, from context to context, see Gilliland, Introduction to Metadata, and Schmitt, 9.


20 The use of “cataloguing” here as a synonym for “metadata” highlights how much descriptive metadata is intimately connected to earlier physical records. For an exploration of how older data continues to shape readers’ understanding of the books they see on their screens, see Echard, “Containing the Book,” 104–105.

and paper, and between different textures of ink. Often we can’t tell what the overall structure of the work is like, how many leaves it has and whether it contains any cancel leaves.\textsuperscript{22}

Elaine Treharne describes challenging her graduate students to determine the size of Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, Matthew Parker Library, MS 391 based solely on digital images from the Parker on the Web.\textsuperscript{23} Her students’ widely different suggestions (ranging from 15 cm x 7 cm all the way up to 76 cm x 45.7 cm) demonstrate how images alone are insufficient for assessing a book’s size and function.\textsuperscript{24} This is shared as evidence of the limitations of the digital image, all that it cannot successfully convey.

Yet this is also what descriptive metadata is for. Students in my course “Medieval Books in the Digital Age” (Binghamton University, Fall 2015) repeatedly emphasized that metadata helped them engage more deeply with medieval books. Working with original fragments, modern facsimiles, and digitized manuscripts, they came to argue that, in any medium, metadata is a book’s voice—the tool by which that book tells users about itself, helping beginners understand and value what they see, helping experts uncover the complex web of connections that is the foundation for advanced research. While reading someone else’s measurements of height and width may not help physically remote readers achieve what Treharne calls “optimal interpretative potential,” recording this data shares important insights into those key details that cannot be discerned looking at pictures on screens.\textsuperscript{25} Well before the rise of the so-called “digital age,” print publications like J. J. G. Alexander’s magisterial series \textit{A Survey of Manuscripts Illuminated in the British Isles} gave manuscript scholars vitally important information, like the physical measurements, for distant manuscripts they also could neither see nor touch. In digital viewing environments, descriptive metadata fulfills a similarly important experiential function, helping bridge some of the inevitable gaps between eyes, mind, fingers, and screen.

\textbf{Interoperability}

“Interoperability” both in definition and in practice is as highly sought-after and elusive as a treasured relic in an Arthurian quest. The term’s origins are rooted the mid-twentieth-century military discourse (in roughly the same decades that medievalists—valued for their practice “drawing conclusions from fragmentary evidence”—were

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{22} Edwards, “Back to the Real?” para. 6. The question of scale is further complicated by the fact that viewers may well use different sized screens to access the same digital copy of the same medieval book: smart phone, laptop, external monitor, tablet—all change the sense of how big the object might be and the viewer’s bodily relation to it.
\item \textsuperscript{23} Treharne, “Fleshing out the Text,” 475–76.
\item \textsuperscript{24} Treharne, “Fleshing out the Text,” 476.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Treharne, “Fleshing out the Text,” 470.
\end{itemize}
entering the ranks of government programs like the Central Intelligence Agency).26 Moving beyond Cold War military applications, the term was taken up in computing to describe “the ability of two or more computer systems or pieces of software to exchange and subsequently make use of data.”27 In the context of information systems, the term now “denotes the ability of a system to work with or use parts of other systems.”28 In digital libraries, “interoperability” has come to mean both the broader “potential for metadata to cross boundaries between different information contexts” and the much more specific ability “to exchange metadata between two or more systems without or with minimal loss of information and without any special effort on either system.”29 Martin Foys defines “interoperability” as digital resources being “open in their data and connecting to larger networks.”30 To put it in more medievalist-friendly terms: consider the literary trope of the “envoy” in which the poet sends his or her creation to its intended audience, often by telling it, “go, little book.” Interoperability is the underlying philosophy—and hard work—that makes it possible for the (digital) book, once sent to a new home, to actually be read and understood with only minimal loss and transformation.

“Ther is sō gret diversite in writyng of oure tonge,” Part 1: Our Unalterable Inheritance of Codicological Variance

One of the largest challenges facing interoperability, and the creation of a single, universal digital manuscript hub, lies not in new technology but in old practice. For hundreds of years, the discipline of codicology has been characterized by widely divergent practices, with different schools and scholars developing extremely different ways of describing the same features in medieval manuscripts.

There is, for example, a centuries-long disagreement over what to call the animal-based membrane upon which a manuscript may be written. William Horman’s 1519 Latin-English phrasebook offers a range of terms one might choose to employ to describe this substance, all of which—significantly—he presents as equally valid:

That stouffe that we wrytte vpon: and is made of beestis skynnnes: is somtyme called p[er]chement / somtyme velem / somtyme abortyue / somtyme

26 On the military roots of “interoperability,” see John Unsworth, “Computational Work,” 1. See also, OED “interoperability” (n.1). On medievalists in the CIA, see Cantor, Inventing the Middle Ages, 261–62.
27 OED “interoperability” n. 2.
29 Haslhofer and Klas, “A Survey of Techniques,” 1, 8. See also Chan and Zeng, "Metadata Interoperability and Standardization” and Elings and Weibel, "Metadata for All."
30 Foys, 133. Foys briefly mentions metadata’s role in interoperability, but focuses his comments on new protocols like RDF and the creation of new metadata. How to continue to use the massive amount of already created metadata has yet to be raised in a sustained fashion by medievalists, even though the ability to continue to use important early digitization projects depends on engagement with legacy data as well as the latest database protocols.
me[m]bran. Parchement of the cyte: where it was first made. Velem / because it is made of a caluys skynne. Abortyue / because the beest was scante parfecte. Membraan / because it was pulled off [off] by hyldyne [skinning, or flaying] fro the beestis lymmes.  

Some modern scholars share Horman’s stance and insist that all these terms may be used interchangeably. Some use “parchment” as a generic term for any writing support made of animal membrane. Others contend that “vellum” ought to be reserved for writing support made of calf skin, and use “parchment” to describe all other animal-skin writing support. Still others draw a stricter distinction, reserving vellum for goat or sheep. In addition to disagreement between scholars, different libraries follow different cataloguing rules as they describe animal-skin writing supports. As Christopher de Hamel notes, “In the manuscripts department of the Bodleian Library in Oxford the house usage today is to refer to the material consistently as parchment; in the British Library in London, the same substance is standardly called vellum.”

Similar disagreements over practice occur in the proper methods for measuring leaves: millimetres, centimetres, or inches? The proper method for recording manuscript dates is also the subject of considerable variation. Ought palaeographers to use the traditional Latin abbreviations and roman numerals, like “s. XI”? Or Arabic numerals: “ca. 1250”? These different ways of recording manuscripts’ dates vary between palaeographical schools. Sometimes, date usages also vary within the same palaeographical

31 Horman, Vulgaria, f.80v, via Early English Books Online’s digital reproduction, of a microfilm reproduction, of the original print copy held in the Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery.
32 See, for example, de Hamel, Medieval Craftsmen, 8.
33 See Clarkson, “Rediscovering Parchment,” 5. The Library of Congress’s Thesaurus for Graphic Materials, a key reference guide for metadata librarians, suggests “parchment” as the proper term for “skins and hides” and presents it as synonymous with, but preferable to, “vellum.” Similar use of the term “parchment” for the entire genre of animal membrane can be found throughout da Rold, “Materials,” and in Holsinger; Of Pigs and Parchment.
34 See, for instance, the distinction drawn by Gillespie in “Bookbinding,” 165n53.
36 Recently, shared standards for describing manuscripts have been created. However, these standards do not offer guidelines on the “parchment” versus “vellum” debate, preferring to leave that choice to local institutions. See Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (Manuscripts), 86. http://rbms.info/files/dcrm/dcrmms/DCRMNSS.pdf. I am indebted to my colleague, and Binghamton University metadata librarian, Laura Evans for this reference. It is worth noting that although the standards do not differentiate between animal types for “parchment” or “vellum” or attempt to mandate what institutions ought to use, they appear to prefer “parchment” as their general term for animal-skin writing support. See, for example, the definitions of “membrane,” “parchment,” and “vellum,” on pages 144, 145, and 147 respectively.
37 de Hamel, Medieval Craftsmen, 8.
school, even the same library, and the same book. For instance, both examples just cited—s. XI 1 and c. 1250—come from *A Catalogue of the Pre-1500 Western Manuscript Books at the Newberry Library.*

This variation can be problematic even when manuscripts are studied within their home institutions. It becomes even more problematic when these descriptions—as descriptive metadata—are brought together in a single digital manuscript aggregator. Aggregators like DMS-Index let researchers view side-by-side different manuscripts held at different institutions, and each of these manuscripts is described by its home institution’s preferred codicological vocabulary. One knows, perhaps, at the Bodleian what “parchment” means, and at the British Library what “vellum” means—and, importantly, if one doesn’t know one can ask a librarian. But what happens when users view these manuscripts from different institutions side-by-side in cyberspace, without the guiding wisdom of a human librarian well-versed in local cataloguing practice?

Picture a researcher uninterested in the long history of terminology variance in codicology. What this researcher is interested in, instead, is using the vast swathes of data now available online to analyze the regional differences in the use of calf and other animal skins in codex making. If she views side-by-side manuscripts from Harvard, the Huntington, the Bodleian, Cambridge University Library, the British Library, the Vatican Library, and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, will she know what each of these libraries mean when they say “vellum” or “parchment”? Or, because she believes in the training she received at her particular palaeographical school, and because these institutions do not embed detailed explanations of their unique local practices within every single manuscript description they produce (because no one does), will she risk believing that “vellum” means something stable and dependable, across all institutions and manuscript she sees? Might she go on to trace animal-use variation based on the apparent difference highlighted in her manuscripts’ metadata, when that variation, in fact, reveals nothing clear about the animals—but a great deal about curators and codicologists? And if she does go on to do this, who will be blamed when it is revealed that her data are irrevocably flawed? Certainly the researcher, but it seems quite likely that such research errors might also be used to single out digital manuscripts themselves as deceptive and flawed—when the problem lies much earlier, is in fact intertwined and inseparable from the field.

Furthermore, more problems than just “parchment” versus “vellum” arise when combining manuscript descriptions made by different teams, at different moments, with different end goals in mind. The first iteration of DMS-Index successfully demonstrated interoperability by drawing together manuscript descriptions for medieval texts digitized by seven different partner institutions. But because of these partners’ different local

38 Example dates come from, respectively, the description for MS 1, a French book of homilies from the first quarter of the eleventh century, and the description for MS 19, a Franciscan Bible, also from France. Saenger, *A Catalogue of the Pre-1500 Western Manuscript Books at the Newberry Library,* 3, 35.
practices, this early DMS-Index retrieved records for 118 manuscripts on “parchment,” 14 more on “Parchment,” and 394 on “parch,” as well as 392 manuscripts on “Vellum” and 2 on “vellum”—rather than 920 manuscripts on the same animal-substrate (if we allow ourselves to believe that “vellum” in this case means the same thing as “parchment,” which of course we should not). This wide range of search results occurred because computers cannot, without human help, intuit that “parchment” (lower-case p) is the same thing as “Parchment” (with an upper-case P)—let alone that both “parchment” and “Parchment” are the same thing as the convenient cataloguing shorthands “parch” and “perg.” In their home environments, all of these terms are correct—ready, as it were, to go to the ball. But combined in an interoperable manuscript hub like DMS-Index, it is as though all of this metadata has, as John Unsworth puts it, “suddenly found itself in Union Station in its pajamas: it is not properly dressed for its new environment.”

This data normalization issue is a familiar one to libraries and museums. To combat this almost gravitational pull toward variation, libraries and museums use “controlled vocabularies”: “an organized arrangement of words and phrases used to index content and/or to retrieve content through browsing or searching.” Professional cataloguers use these specific, authoritative, controlled vocabularies to make sure that their terminology fits their community’s accepted professional standards, which in turn allows their data to be findable across all other institutions that share the same vocabulary. However, not all of the creators and manipulators of metadata share this training. As digital humanists and other scholars cross into record creation and cataloguing, both the quality—and any deliberate or fetishized uniqueness—of the metadata we create can and will affect interoperability.

This variation in terminology can be addressed in a number of ways in digitization projects. First, scholars and digital humanists can use established controlled vocabularies in all new metadata we create. Second, all creators of new metadata—in digital projects, as well as in libraries and museums—can minimize future fragmenting of terminology by not resorting to shorthand like “parch” or “perg” for “parchment” (although the underlying problem of “parchment” and “vellum” will remain). Third, data curators can expect

---

39 This specific example of how terminological choices can limit broader interoperability comes from conversations with Albritton early in my postdoctoral work.

40 A similar issue appears in searching “language” across different institutions’ metadata. In the earlier iteration of DMS, researchers find 326 manuscripts by searching “Latin.” and 48 if one searches “Latin” without the final period. For the computers we humans partner with in our research, “Latin and English.” is not the same as “English and Latin.”—and neither are the same as “Latin and English” (without the final period), “Middle English with occasional Latin phrases,” “Latin, English.” or the machine-readable, iso-639-2 language codes “lat” and “eng.”


42 Harpring, Introduction to Controlled Vocabularies, 12.

43 Museums tend to rely on the United List of Artists Names and the Thesaurus of Geographical Names. Libraries turn to the Library of Congress Subject Headings and Thesaurus for Graphic Materials.
and uncover these (and other) data normalization problems and then build solutions into the code they write to transform manuscript descriptions for interoperable aggregators. Fourth, aggregators might move partner institutions’ metadata through programs like “Open Refine,” where manuscript records containing Parchment (with a capital “P”) can be transformed en masse into “parchment” (with a lower-case “p”) and “eng” and “lat” can become “English” and “Latin.” Fifth, inter-institution projects can develop shared nomenclature, and projects that hope to share their manuscripts via aggregators like DMS-Index might take on the terminology already in use for the manuscript aggregator they hope to join (although that runs the risk of bending their immediate project toward future goals and away from immediate research needs and/or funders’ requirements). Sixth, researchers can carve out part of their research time to look into terminology variation between the institutions they work with and make sure to do a version of data normalization in their own research. The list of potential fixes could likely be expanded almost infinitely.

Ultimately, however, as useful as these and other fixes will be for future digital manuscript work, the problem of human-introduced variation is likely to continue, rearing its head—Hydra-like—in new and interesting ways just when we believe we have solved it for good. This is in part because humans are prone to diversification, and humanists are especially fond of coining neologisms to fit the specific thing—or problem—we are grappling with in that moment. (Take, for example, the evolving debates over what one ought to call digital photographs of medieval books—are they digital manuscripts? Digital facsimiles? Digital surrogates? Avatars? Metaobjects?) Manuscript aggregators, thus, are a constant negotiation between the needs of humans, who as academics might build their careers on the coining of neologisms and new terminology, and the needs of machines, which require precision and repetition. Human researchers get far more from phrases like “Middle English with occasional Latin phrases,”44 “Latin with some later scribbles in Middle English,”45 “Latin with some English added on folios at the end,”46 “Latin with Middle English verse in margin of F. 107v,” “Latin and Old French with some English on the flyleaf under paste-down,” than we do “Latin” and “English.” But the computers on which we rely for searching can use the latter, and not the former.47

Making a manuscript aggregator, thus, is an endless negotiation between the living and the dead, between human and machine, between different palaeographical camps and different cataloguers working in different decades, between digital humanists/scholars rewarded for uniqueness and information professionals and librarians

44 “Manuscript Description,” Corpus Christi College, Parker Library, CCCC MS 282.
45 “Manuscript Description,” Corpus Christi College, Parker Library, CCCC MS 21.
46 “Manuscript Description,” Corpus Christi College, Parker Library, CCCC MS 112.
47 There is an important distinction between what is produced by a targeted search using the “Language” facet versus what the broader net of a keyword search might generate. A keyword search would catch manuscripts with language descriptions like “Latin and Old French with some English on the flyleaf under paste-down,” while a targeted language-search would not. At the same time, this sort of broad keyword search also fails to distinguish between “Chaucer” as author/creator and “Chaucer” as subject, or “Chaucer” as largely irrelevant reference buried deep in the bibliography.
rewarded for regularity, between what we have inherited, and what we now want and need, and what we might guess our heirs in the future might want and need too. But that negotiation happens, strangely, off stage for most manuscript scholars. Despite the fact that we are trained to see these negotiations between past, present, and future as they play out in physical medieval books, we do not tend to seek them out as they pertain to new digital copies of old physical books. Despite our expertise in changes of older text technologies, these newer technological changes are invisible to us, even though our work is facilitated, and perhaps sometimes curtailed, by the invisible labour of data curation happening off screen.

One fairly simple intervention in the data problems produced by inevitable human variations is for all digitization projects to openly share all their underlying, messy metadata—as well as the cleaned-up, human-readable display seen in search screens. But as important as that sharing is, it lays bare the problem. It does not fix it. Another, very different, intervention can be done by medievalists. Even as we seek to maximize data normalization in and between our digital manuscript projects, a medievalist perspective can also offer an important layer of practical resignation to the soaring ambitions of much digital work. As Boethius might note, only God is perfect and changeless, above the mutability of worldly things. The state of humans, by contrast, is constant change. Whether or not one agrees with Boethius about God, his point about the unavoidable changefulness of human work is useful to recall in digital projects. Remembering human mutability, or—to offer a different analogy, also connected to medievalists—accepting that there is no “one true ring to bind them all” and there never will be, can keep us focused on what we are actually doing and can do. We cannot revert to some state of prelapsarian, pre-Tower-of-Babel, never-existed-in-the-first-place grace where manuscript scholars always used the precise same terminology in precisely the same way. Instead, we must learn to respectfully reuse each other’s data as they are and not as we might idealistically wish them to be. To return to Boethius and Lady Philosophy’s final lesson: in medieval digital humanities we must always strive to do good, but we must understand that—in large and small ways—we will always fail.

“Ther is so gret diversite in writyng of oure tonge,” Part 2: The Unalterable Fact of Different Metadata Standards

There is another cause of variation that has to be understood when dealing with digital manuscripts. To search and discover digital manuscripts, object descriptions must be wrapped in XML tags that are shaped according to metadata standards that libraries, museums, and other cultural heritage institutions use to encode descriptive metadata. Strictly speaking, these metadata standards are encoding standards, which is to say, they are guidelines that determine what type of descriptive (and administrative and structural) metadata can be recorded in each file and where in each object description

48 The Digital Walters and OPenn are important pioneers for this kind of open sharing of raw data.
this information must appear.\textsuperscript{49} The best-known of these metadata standards include the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI), Dublin Core (DC), the Metadata Object Description Schema of the Library of Congress (MODS), Encoded Archival Description (EAD), and the Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS). This chapter focuses on the first three—TEI, DC, and MODS—because these are the standards I worked with closely in my time on DMS-Index. However, the work of metadata sharing across standards/schemas and my larger arguments are applicable to EAD, METS, and other forms of metadata and mark-up.

The foundational truth that humanities scholars must grasp about metadata is that even though there are established standards and controlled vocabularies and we would do well to follow them, there is no “one best metadata standard for all digital medieval projects”—and there never will be. As of 2010, there were “over a hundred community-recognized metadata standards from which to choose” and “additional metadata standards will continue to emerge as new classes of digital resources are created and as new user needs are identified.”\textsuperscript{50} Therefore, this chapter vigorously refuses to endorse a single metadata standard for all digitized medieval manuscripts. While TEI may be the most familiar XML-metadata standard for digital humanists and has long played an important role in the marking up and sharing of medieval manuscripts, it is by no means the only way to render medieval manuscripts’ descriptive metadata.\textsuperscript{51} Museums, libraries, and archives have long had their own cataloguing methods, standards, and needs for medieval manuscripts. As all these libraries, digital humanities projects, and cultural heritage institutions have moved into manuscript digitization, they have carried their cataloguing practices and metadata schemas with them.

Perhaps the second most important thing for medievalists and digital humanists to understand about metadata standards is that each of these standards was developed at a specific moment in history, in response to a particular community’s concerns and specific pressures, in order to serve that community’s larger needs and goals. Furthermore, as communities and needs have evolved, so too have the standards. Understanding—and sharing—digital manuscripts requires historicizing digitization projects \textit{not} in the time that the manuscripts were created, but within the specific historical moment of the digital project’s creation. That moment, that community, and those goals all determine not just the

\textsuperscript{49} In other words, encoding standards will not tell you \textit{how} that metadata ought to be encoded. TEI and DC do not tell you what to call parchment or whether you can abbreviate to “parch” or “perg” without inhibiting interoperability. They simply provide you with a field or a tag where you can enter the information as you (ideally with recourse to your field’s controlled vocabularies) see fit.

\textsuperscript{50} Cole and Han, \textit{XML for Catalogers and Metadata Librarians}, 96. Digital Librarian Jenn Riley has created a remarkable visualization of the 105 most-discussed and best-known metadata standards used by cultural heritage institutions for different objects and different communities: “Seeing Standards: A Visualization of the Metadata Universe.”

\textsuperscript{51} The most recent major revision of the TEI guidelines includes a chapter dedicated to the best practices, as defined by the TEI consortium, for describing medieval manuscripts. P5, first released November 2007; at time of writing most recently updated March 3, 2016.
method of digitization but the form that the metadata takes. And the form that metadata takes determines how shareable and discoverable these digital resources really are.

Writing the full history of each schema/community is beyond the scope of this chapter. However, some basic knowledge of who these communities were (and still are), as well as the problems each metadata standard exists to help fix, reveals how impractical, impossible, and frankly undesirable it would be to attempt to select one universal metadata standard. Rather than engaging in a quixotic quest to erase the inevitable variations of individual practice, a better solution to interoperability begins with understanding the diverse communities of practice that have come together in shared digital manuscript environments, because this confluence of communities, goals, metadata standards, and values continues to shape—visibly and invisibly—the digital objects that increasingly drive our research.

TEI

Perhaps the most well-known of these XML-based metadata standards within digital humanities and literary studies is the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI). TEI is an internationally recognized set of guidelines developed for encoding electronic texts, such as novels, plays, and poetry: it functions primarily in support of humanities research.52 TEI was not created specifically for medieval manuscripts, nor for encoding their physical descriptions—although the fifth iteration of the TEI guidelines includes an extensive chapter dedicated to methods for encoding the physical descriptions of medieval manuscripts.53 Since TEI was not created for medieval books, projects that use TEI for medieval manuscript metadata adapt techniques for encoding literary content to encode bibliographic content.

TEI was established in 1987, in response to the rapid growth of a wide variety of digital technologies "dominated by mutually incompatible formats."54 These incompatible formats imposed "serious technical obstacles even to the simple transfer of data files from one machine to another, to say nothing of the difficulties posed by mutually incompatible and proprietary file formats."55 Against this bubbling sea of one-off programs, TEI was developed to aid mutual comprehension, information sharing, and the building of tools that could be used on more than one humanities computing project. TEI’s founders came from a variety of academic backgrounds.56 Their ambitious goal was to create "practical recommendations as to how an extensible set of guidelines consistent with the goal of a universal text-encoding scheme might be achieved."57 Such ambition is very much in keeping with late 1980s computing, in and beyond humanities disciplines.

53 TEI: Text Encoding Initiative. “Chapter 10: Manuscript Description.”
As visionary as the creators of TEI were, they were not the only people in the late 1980s with “an expertise in the creation and management of digital text” concerned by the ways that a widespread lack of standardization was inhibiting the universal sharing of text and data. Nor were they the only community seeking to aid mutual intelligibility and information sharing through metadata standardization across projects and institutions.

DC

Twenty years earlier, in 1967, the presidents and library directors of colleges and universities in Ohio created a nonprofit dedicated to “develop[ing] a computerized system in which the libraries of Ohio academic institutions could share resources and reduce costs.” Dubbed the Ohio College Library Center, its shared cataloguing system debuted in 1971 and revolutionized library cataloguing and academic research, shepherding in (among other things) Interlibrary Loan as we know it today. By the early 1990s, the Ohio College Library Center had expanded to all fifty states and had a new name: the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC), which is perhaps best known today as the organization behind the WorldCat global library catalogue. It is important to realize that the information professionals of the OCLC were not unaware of the standardization that troubled the founders of the TEI, but—for their community—that was not the real problem. Well before the digital revolutions that convulsed the 1980s, they had already developed a standard system for data sharing.

The problem that librarians faced, instead, was the creation and growth of the World Wide Web. By 1994 approximately half a million addressable objects were online, but they were not yet mutually comprehensible and discoverable. To solve this problem, in 1995 the OCLC and the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) held a joint workshop in Dublin, Ohio. Participants there developed a concise “standard set of 15 interoperable metadata elements designed to facilitate the description and recovery of document-like resources in a networked environment,” which they

60 This revolutionized the role of computers in academic libraries in two important ways: first, it “enabled libraries to rapidly and efficiently catalog books” because each library no longer had to catalogue by hand every book they received. If the book was already in the shared catalogue, they could use existing cataloging information. If it was not in the shared catalogue, they could catalogue it so that other partner libraries would be able to save time by reusing that information. Second, it “provided location information for the materials listed in the catalog by participating libraries:” users were suddenly able to easily find and request materials held at another partner library. Rosenheck, “OCLC: From an Historical Perspective,” 2.
61 For views on how OCLC and WorldCat transformed twentieth-century librarianship, see What the OCLC Online Union Catalog Means to Me.
named Dublin Core (DC) after their meeting place.\textsuperscript{64} Today, DC is “by far the most used descriptive metadata standard in the library domain,”\textsuperscript{65} and in 2012 expanded to include a total of fifty-five elements and element refinements, in order to provide more, and more specific, metadata. Again, this metadata standard was not invented with medieval manuscripts in mind. But, because—when digitized and put online—manuscripts are, in fact, “document-like resources in a networked environment,” DC is an important player in digital manuscript metadata. This importance is also due to the fact that the Open Archives Initiatives Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH), “which supports metadata sharing and interoperability,” “mandates the use of Simple Dublin Core as its lingua franca, or lowest-common-denominator XML metadata grammar.”\textsuperscript{66} In other words, if a library or institution believes in the broader mission of the Open Archives Initiative, and wants all content in their repository to be interoperable with the enormous network of repositories that are part of the OAI, they must do at least part of their metadata according to the constraints of Simple DC.

Despite its deep roots in data sharing between academic libraries, DC is not the default metadata standard for all academic libraries, let alone all libraries, museums, and cultural heritage institutions that hold, digitize, and display content online. This is, in part, because within library communities “there has historically been some tension between supporters of a minimalist view” of metadata creation, “who emphasize the need to keep the elements to a minimum and the semantics and syntax simple,” and “supporters of a structuralist view, who argue for finer semantic distinctions and more extensibility for particular communities.”\textsuperscript{67} The same concision that makes DC such a useful tool for sharing basic metadata across institutions limits the complexity of descriptions fit into DC. What this means is that DC, either in its original “Simple” 15-element form or in its expanded “Qualified” 55-element form, is an excellent solution for some kinds of metadata problems and goals, but not others.

\textbf{MODS}

In 2002, the Library of Congress developed the Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS) as a middle path between the forceful simplicity of DC and the complexities that many cataloguers and metadata librarians still desired.\textsuperscript{68} As the National Information Standards Organization puts it,

Rich description of electronic resources is a particular focus of MODS, which provides some advantages over other metadata schemes. MODS elements are

\textsuperscript{64} “Dublin Core (DC),” \textit{Dictionary for Library and Information Science}, 234, my italics. See also, “Understanding Metadata,” 3.

\textsuperscript{65} Following the descriptive metadata system known as MARC. Cole and Han, XML for Catalogers and Metadata Librarians, 98.

\textsuperscript{66} Cole and Han, XML for Catalogers and Metadata Librarians, 101.

\textsuperscript{67} NISO, “Understanding Metadata,” 3.

\textsuperscript{68} The history and use of MARCXML, while not part of this chapter, is covered extensively in Cole and Han.
richer than the Dublin Core; its elements are more compatible with library data than ... Dublin Core standards; and it is simpler to apply than the full MARC 21 bibliographic format.  

MODS, that is, helped update and streamline earlier, complicated bibliographic formats while simultaneously giving libraries a richer set of elements and attributes for describing their holdings than the fifteen elements of Simplified DC. Once again, MODS was not created with medieval manuscripts in mind, but digitized manuscripts are, in fact, “electronic resources,” and it makes sense for the creators and maintainers of library catalogues who use MODS to make their digital manuscript holdings discoverable alongside their other physical and electronic holdings.

If TEI was created to fit the needs of humanists and academic researchers and DC was created to solve the problems of information professionals seeking to harness the networking power of the internet, MODS was created to serve the needs of individual libraries, which need to be able to catalogue diverse resources throughout their collections in ways that facilitate searching while not flattening out the complexities of vastly different objects. Like TEI and DC, MODS was not created specifically for describing medieval manuscripts, but as digitized manuscripts enter library catalogues—if those catalogues are already filled with thousands, or millions, of items described according to the local interpretation of MODS—then digitized manuscripts’ metadata will likely be slotted into MODS elements, so that patrons can find these digital resources when they search the library’s catalogue.

To reframe these brief histories: it bears repeating that none of these standards were developed for medieval manuscripts, nor medievalists, nor manuscript scholars. MODS was developed by librarians and cataloguers for librarians and cataloguers. It offers more opportunity for granularity and fine-grained details than DC, but that granularity comes at a cost: even as best practices and rules for implementers proliferate, “MODS records from different institutions and different projects tend to be less consistent at this time.” By contrast, DC was also developed by librarians, in partnership with information technologists in academia, government, and industry. DC creates opportunities for impressive regularity across wildly diverse digital collections held at different institutions and repositories. This cross-collection regularity, however, comes at the cost of the granularity in individual description. TEI, by contrast, was developed largely outside of academic libraries—it is primarily by (humanities) researchers for (humanities) researchers. Its flexibility makes it endlessly adaptable to particular projects’ and researchers’ needs, but often has little to do with libraries’ and/or cataloguers’ needs.

70 In the increasingly complicated timeline of evolving metadata standards, this places the creation of MODS before the expansion of DC to “Qualified Dublin Core,” with its fifty-five elements. Qualified DC was created after MODS, and fulfills some, but not all, of the same granular functionality of MODS.
71 Cole and Han, XML for Catalogers and Metadata Librarians, 111. For the MODS best practices document I consulted, see the Library of Congress, “DLC/Aquifer Summary of MODS Requirements and Recommendations Table.”
As data curator for DMS-Index, my job was to aggregate metadata from different collections, marked according to different metadata standards, which were always already shaped by very different communities, goals, and needs (see, for example, Table 8.1). The Walters Art Museum marked up its descriptive metadata according to TEI P5 in order “to ensure broad access to [their] manuscript descriptions” and ensure “that [their] manuscript descriptions be available to a wide range of users and can be rendered in multiple output formats (such as PDFs, HTML web pages, and page turning applications).”\(^72\) However, because Stanford Library’s Digital Object Registry represents its descriptive metadata in MODS, and because Stanford and the Walters entered into a data sharing agreement shortly before my postdoc began which allowed Walters manuscripts to be discoverable through Stanford’s catalogue, I needed to turn the Walters Art Museum’s TEI into Stanford’s local implementation of MODS. Because Stanford Libraries was also home to the first iteration of DMS-Index, there were good institutional reasons for continuing to have MODS be the metadata standard underlying DMS-Index. Parker on the Web, by contrast, was significantly older than the other digital manuscript repositories this chapter covers. It predated the TEI P5 guidelines used by Walters and e-codices, and—adhering to accepted TEI standards when the Parker Project began—encoded existing manuscript catalogues in the same way other digital humanities projects at the same time were encoding novels, plays, and poems. Because ecodices is an inter-library digital repository, its needs as a collaboration of more than forty libraries across Switzerland made DC a logical metadata choice. At the same time, a profound need for highly detailed manuscript descriptions inspired the additional use of TEI P5 as a second, more granular metadata standard. Reading these repositories’ medieval manuscript metadata in this way, with and against each other, and with profound interest in the logic behind each repository’s choice of schema, demonstrates, as Johanna Drucker has eloquently argued, that metadata schemes must be read as models of knowledge, as discursive instruments that bring the object of their inquiry into being, shaping the fields in which they operate. … Analysis of metadata and content models, then, is an essential part of the critical apparatus of digital humanities.\(^73\)

**Crosswalks and Transforms**

Because there never has been, and never will be, a single metadata standard appropriate to the needs of all projects, objects, and stakeholders, libraries have developed terminologies and best practices for taking information expressed in one metadata standard and remaking that same information according to the rules and constraints of another metadata standard. The first step is creating “a crosswalk.” A crosswalk, as defined by the National Information Standards Organization (NISO), is a mapping of the elements, semantics, and syntax from one metadata scheme to those of another. A crosswalk allows metadata created by one community

\(^72\) “Describing Manuscripts with TEI,” The Digital Walters.

\(^73\) Drucker, SpecLab, 11.
to be used by another group that employs a different metadata standard. The degree to which these crosswalks are successful at the individual record level depends on the similarity of the two schemes, the granularity of the elements in the target scheme compared to that of the source, and the compatibility of the content rules used to fill the elements of each scheme.  

Also sometimes called “field mapping” or “metadata mapping,” a crosswalk is generally represented as a table, or a chart, showing “equivalent or nearly equivalent metadata elements or groups of metadata elements within different metadata schemas.” The phrase—“nearly equivalent metadata elements”—might seem to suggest a close, or close-enough, fit. But in reality, different metadata standards can present the same information in markedly different ways (see Table 8.1, row 3).

Moreover, crosswalk building is rarely as simple as these basic descriptions might suggest: metadata is created at different times, by different institutions, according to different standards, to serve different needs. Thus, different sets of metadata rarely fit together seamlessly or, in some cases, without a great deal of shoving. A particular challenge for medieval manuscript aggregators is the fact that, as NISO notes “the mapping of schemes with fewer elements (less granularity) to those with more elements (more granularity) is problematic.” For example, the DC element <creator> is “an entity primarily responsible for making the resource.” In a single-author illustrated manuscript, <creator> encodes not just author, but also translator(s), artist(s), and/or scribe(s) since they are also, according to long-standing custom in manuscript studies, also acknowledged as “entities primarily responsible for making” the manuscript. In manuscripts that compile works by different authors, or that were copied by several different scribes, or that contain work by more than one artist, the list of “entities primarily responsible for making” tagged by <creator> explodes. By contrast, in TEI’s most recent guidelines for manuscript descriptions there is a much more targeted element for the specific creator-figure <author>. Since authors are not the only humans responsible for the making of medieval books, institutions like the Walters Art Museum have developed ways of creatively adapting the TEI element <respStmt> to acknowledge the unique contributions of manuscripts’ scribes, translators, and artists. E-codices uses a different TEI element—<persName role= “author”>—to achieve the same precision. And, of course, all of these contributors are acknowledged in a different way in MODS (see Table 8.2).

The crosswalk, or mapping, is only first step for sharing metadata and manuscripts between institutions. After a crosswalk has been written showing how the data ought to be transformed, the data still has to actually be transformed. In my work on DMS-Index, this was done by writing a custom XQuery script (also called a “transform”) in the program oXygen for each institution’s digital manuscript collection. For each institution I created one script, which would take tens, hundreds, sometimes more than

74 NISO, “Understanding Metadata,” 11.
75 See “crosswalk” and “metadata mapping” in “Glossary,” Gilliland, Introduction to Metadata.
76 NISO, “Understanding Metadata,” 11.
77 “Term name: creator;” dublincore.org.
Table 8.1. Comparison of XML-encoded metadata schemas employed by participating institutions, along with a sample of how each institution represents the concept/field of the maker of the intellectual work in their local interpretation of their preferred metadata schema(s).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Stanford University</th>
<th>Walters Art Museum</th>
<th>Parker on the Web</th>
<th>e-codices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XML Metadata Schema</td>
<td>MODS</td>
<td>TEI P5</td>
<td>TEI, P4</td>
<td>OAI:DC, TEI P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample crosswalk</td>
<td>&lt;name&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;author&gt;Boethius</td>
<td>&lt;author&gt;Boethius</td>
<td>&lt;creator&gt;\Boethius&lt;author&gt; AND ALSO &lt;author&gt;Boethius&lt;author&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;namePart&gt;Boethius</td>
<td>&lt;/author&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;/author&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;role&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;roleTerm&gt;author</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;/roleTerm&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;/role&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;/name&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8.2. Sample crosswalking of how the three example participating institutions mark up a work's creator(s), according to each institution's local interpretations of their chosen metadata schema(s).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metadata Standard</th>
<th>Walters TEI (P5)</th>
<th>Stanford MODS</th>
<th>e-codices Simplified DC</th>
<th>e-codices TEI, P5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crosswalk for the concept “author”</td>
<td>&lt;author&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;name type=&quot;personal&quot;&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;creator&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;author&gt; AND ALSO &lt;persName role=&quot;author&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;namePart&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;role&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;roleTerm&gt;author</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosswalk for the concept “scribe”</td>
<td>&lt;respStmt&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;name type=&quot;personal&quot;&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;creator&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;persName role=&quot;scribe&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;resp&gt;scribe</td>
<td>&lt;namePart&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;role&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;roleTerm&gt;scribe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosswalk for the concept “artist”</td>
<td>&lt;respStmt&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;name type=&quot;personal&quot;&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;creator&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;persName type=&quot;scribe&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;resp&gt;artist</td>
<td>&lt;namePart&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;role&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;roleTerm&gt;artist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosswalk for the concept “translator”</td>
<td>&lt;respStmt&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;name type=&quot;personal&quot;&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;creator&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;persName role=&quot;translator&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;resp&gt;translator</td>
<td>&lt;namePart&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;role&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;roleTerm&gt;translator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1,000 individual metadata documents, and make new versions of those descriptions in new metadata schema. This step is known as “transforming” the metadata. For those concerned about digital *mouvance* run amok, it is important to note that this process does not fundamentally change the parent record. It is creating a new copy of the manuscript description, in the new schema, that—ideally—loses or changes as little of the original content as possible. However, as will become clear in my discussion of transforming the Walters Art Museum digital manuscript metadata, some data loss is almost always inevitable in metadata transformations.

**Sympathy for Adam Scriveyn: Transforming the Walters Metadata**

As a medievalist specializing in English literature, I work in a field haunted by lost books: from the Reformation reconfigurations and destruction of medieval libraries, to the Cotton fire of 1731, to the mid-century socialist biblioclasm of Otto Ege and the ongoing, present-day commercial destruction of books like the Hungerford Hours. And, despite my straightforward pronouncements above on inevitability of loss and change, when I began curating manuscript metadata for DMS-Index I felt the weight of centuries of destruction bearing down on me. Although I knew, intellectually, that the loss of descriptive metadata crosswalked into a new digital environment was *not* actual physical destruction enacted on medieval books, I still felt I had to preserve all that was known about each digital medieval manuscript assigned to my care. If I failed, it seemed a betrayal of my professional, and ethical, duty to serve and preserve the past and the dead.

My preservation principles were not merely driven by dread of professional failure. They were also influenced by what can only be described as a kinship I was beginning to feel with medieval scribes—particularly those cursed by medieval authors and modern editors for their failures to properly copy the text. I knew that, at least in some circles, my failures in metadata curation might be cursed as quickly and smoothly as Chaucer (if in fact he wrote the lyric) curses his scribe in “Adam Scriveyn.” The final line of the short poem describes the scribe’s poor copying as the result of the Middle English

---

78 On the Renaissance reconfiguration of medieval libraries, see Summit, *Memory’s Library*. On the Cotton fire, see Prescott, “Their Present Miserable State of Cremation.” On Ege, see Gwara, *Otto Ege’s Manuscripts*. See also Benjamin Albritton’s work digitally reconstructing Ege’s dismembered books and Morcos, “Piecing Together the Puzzle of the Hungerford Hours.”

79 Kiss et al. touch on similar dilemmas and fears of data loss faced in textual editing as it moves from print to digital modes of production. See “Old Light on New Media,” 20. Searle’s “Possible History” was a touchstone text, discussing medievalists’ duty to the past and the dead. See especially Searle, “Possible History,” 779.

80 By and large, the fifteenth-century scribe John Shirley’s attribution of the poem to Chaucer has been accepted in modern scholarship. For a provocative case against attributing the poem to Chaucer, see Edwards, “Chaucer and ‘Adam Scriveyn,’” 135–39.
word “rape,” which can mean either “haste” or “sexual assault and violence.” In my first weeks transforming manuscript metadata, I dreaded being indicted for enacting similar violations on texts given to my care.

Beyond lingering fears of being cursed by my colleagues, my developing curatorial principles were also influenced by my research in fifteenth-century English poetry and poetics, in which there is a strong precedent for expansive principles of preservation. Writing on John Lydgate, David Lawton offers backhanded, yet entirely accurate, praise: “this is one of his most impressive characteristics, that he is no trimmer.”

Although praise of Lydgate’s expansive principles of inclusion tends to be shadowed with irony, my engagement with Lydgate’s curatorial practice was decidedly straightforward. As a translator and transmitter of inherited continental literary traditions, Lydgate was no trimmer; as a data curator, it turns out, neither was I. Thus, with Adam Scriveyn as my negative exemplar and John Lydgate as my positive model, I sought to reproduce the entirety of the original metadata entrusted to my care.

At times, when the different elements used by the Walters Art Museum’s particular dialect of TEI and those favoured by Stanford’s local interpretation of MODS matched closely, it was easy to adhere to this idealistic vision of data curator-as-perfect-scribe. For instance, the Walters’ TEI element //msContent/msItem may be crosswalked directly to the Stanford MODS element //relatedItem type=“constituent.”  Although the match is not quite as seamless between the ways the different metadata standards denote authors (see Table 8.2, above), it is still straightforward and fairly easy to carry over that information from the Walters TEI to Stanford MODS.

However, as the granularity and richness of the TEI metadata increases, the ability of MODS to contain that data lessens. The problem is, from the standpoint of the crosswalk builder, that there are no matching elements in MODS for TEI’s specialized elements for describing writing support, dimensions for the average leaf size and the written space, foliation, collation, signatures, catchwords, layout, hand description, and decorations. Nor does MODS support the kind of nesting of items within items within items that TEI allows. Because it was created to serve broader collection needs than just those of medieval manuscripts, MODS does not have pre-existing elements or attributes to be pulled into service here. Instead, recognized MODS elements had to be bent and stretched into scarcely recognizable shapes to fit my exacting curatorial principles. My commitment to aggressive preservation paired with the formal constraints of MODS, fostered within my Walters TEI-Stanford MODS crosswalks an increasingly long and baggy collection of <note> elements, all modified by the attribute @displayLabel, in order to contain all possible manuscript descriptors (see Table 8.3).

Readers might be tempted here to dismiss MODS as a useful tool for manuscript metadata, but that would miss my point. A rigorous codicology of the digital manuscript

---

82 Here, for simplicity’s sake, I show the XPaths for the particular example lines, as they appear in the Walters and Stanford’s XML metadata documents. This is not how it is actually encoded in the XML itself in either institution.
Table 8.3. Sample crosswalk of Walters TEI to Stanford MODS demonstrating how heavily the @displayLabel attribute was worked to hold important metadata that had no other place in the MODS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Walters TEI</th>
<th>Stanford MODS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;msContents&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Language Note&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;textLang&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;msContents&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;msItem&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;locus&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Locus&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;msContents&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;msItem&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;msItem&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Rubric&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;msContents&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;msItem&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;msItem&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Incipit&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;msContents&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;msItem&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;msItem&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Foliation Statement&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;physDesc&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Dimensions&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;objectDesc&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;supportDesc&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;extent&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| (continued)
Table 8.3 (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Walters TEI</th>
<th>Stanford MODS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;physDesc&gt; &lt;objectDesc&gt; &lt;supportDesc&gt; &lt;extent&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Writing Block&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;dimensions type=&quot;written&quot;&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;height unit=&quot;cm&quot;&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;width unit=&quot;cm&quot;&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;physDesc&gt; &lt;objectDesc&gt; &lt;supportDesc&gt; &lt;collation&gt; &lt;p&gt; &lt;formula&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Collation: Formula&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;physDesc&gt; &lt;objectDesc&gt; &lt;supportDesc&gt; &lt;collation&gt; &lt;p&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Collation: Notes&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;physDesc&gt; &lt;objectDesc&gt; &lt;supportDesc&gt; &lt;signatures&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Signatures&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;physDesc&gt; &lt;objectDesc&gt; &lt;supportDesc&gt; &lt;collation&gt; &lt;p&gt; &lt;catchwords&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Catchwords&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;physDesc&gt; &lt;objectDesc&gt; &lt;layoutDesc&gt; &lt;layout @columns&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Layout: Columns&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;physDesc&gt; &lt;objectDesc&gt; &lt;layoutDesc&gt; &lt;layout @ruledLines&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Layout: Ruled Lines&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
does not retrospectively judge whether MODS was “the right choice” (whatever that might mean), but rather seeks to understand why MODS was chosen. What larger social and institutional pressures made MODS the correct choice for these project-builders in this moment? And what might that choice reveal about the larger structures in place that support the creation of digital manuscripts? And, perhaps most pressingly, what does this metadata standard reveal about the nameless, unseen humans behind the digital manuscript we see hovering on our screens?

One notable discovery, once one digs into the underlying philosophies of information organization revealed by an institution or project’s chosen metadata schema, is that TEI manuscript-description may ultimately suggest collections of like-objects grouped with like. Nineteenth-century novels read against other nineteenth-century novels. Medieval manuscripts grouped with other manuscripts. These TEI descriptions are rich and lovely, but may also be somewhat cut off from the larger transhistorical movements of text and text technologies by virtue of that same delicious precision. By contrast, because MODS is for describing libraries’ collections—across time and media—use of this metadata schema for medieval manuscripts highlights similarities between medieval manuscripts and other, non-medieval, non-manuscript items. TEI celebrates manuscripts’ difference from all other forms of text. MODS highlights the similarities. The choice of one schema tunnels users ever deeper into the minutiae of medieval books, the other moves users along a much broader and more diverse continuum of text. Both have their gifts, as well as their costs. But rather than making a swift comparison and then dismissing MODS as
the wrong tool for the wrong job, a codicology of digital medieval books along the lines of what I advocate considers all of these things.

Even with my heavy reliance on MODS <note @displayLabel> to contain the information tagged by the Walters in separate TEI elements, the full granularity and precision of the Walters’ metadata could not always be preserved. A particular challenge lay in the <note> elements nested inside <msItem> elements (which appeared alongside other nested elements like <incipit>, <rubric>, and so on). The Walters cataloguers and metadata creators drew distinctions between different types of notes: <note type= "content">, <note type= "text">, and <note type= "work">. MODS has a <note> element, which I was already using enthusiastically for things like <note displayLabel= "rubric">, so in theory I could easily turn the Walters’ ever-more granular <note> elements into matching MODS <note> elements. However, if I were to transfer into MODS the Walters’ careful distinctions between @type= "text" and @type= "content", I would need to create separate <note> elements for each type: the Walters <note type= "content"> could be matched to a Stanford <note displayLabel= "Note(s) about Manuscript’s Content">, the Walters <note type= "text"> to a Stanford <note displayLabel= "Notes about Textual Variation">. But should it? While this would preserve the Walters’ elegant precision, at a certain point I risked capsizing the metadata’s usefulness under the weight of an expanding series of notes about notes about notes about notes.

If this project was merely about one institution’s data, such a solution might be feasible. However, because my early work was laying a foundation for a much larger interoperable environment, I could not design with just the Walters in mind. In my work with the Walters, I was also designing what might be considered the general “metadata envelopes” that I would go on to reuse for all subsequent institutions who shared their manuscripts and metadata via DMS-Index. While I included a statement encouraging users of DMS-Index to seek out further information with the original holding institution, the fact remained that the majority of readers in DMS would not know, at a glance, what the Walters’ distinctions between “text,” “content,” and “work” meant when read alongside manuscripts from Oxford, Cambridge, and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, or any other institutions who might not draw the same distinctions in their metadata.

Consider the profoundly distorting effect on readers if they were viewing a Walters manuscript alongside one from the Lund University Library in Sweden. The Walters uses meticulous sub-types of notes within notes to highlight different information. To achieve a similar effect, the Lund Library uses a single <note> element with each <msItem>, and

---

83 See The Digital Walters, “Describing Manuscripts with TEL.”

84 The obvious response and solution here is project documentation, but this is not always enough. The Walters is a model in meticulous documentation. This documentation stands outside the individual metadata documents I was processing. Therefore, because it functions as a kind of digital paratext, standing outside the text of the metadata proper, this documentation would not automatically be seen in DMS. While I included links in each transformed metadata set back to the original metadata record, these links only mean that readers of Walters metadata in DMS would have the opportunity to follow links back to the original metadata in its original environment and from there might dig out the original project documentation.
within that <note> parent element employs the child element <p> to indicate a break. Both institutions have similar goals, but use different XML tagging solutions to achieve them. But the formal properties of the XML are not commensurate. Imagine if I preserved all the Walters’ separate sub-types of <note> and simply matched them to the Lund <note>. An unintended effect of my structural preservation of the Walters’ original form might be that the Lund’s cataloguing would look less meticulous and rigorous in comparison to the Walters because the Walters had many categories to the Lund’s one overarching information unit. Alternately, the effect might also be that the Walters could appear curiously fragmented, and therefore lessened, against the Lund’s unitary vision of what the <note> should be and do. Neither case would be true: my metadata forms would be participating in a kind of suggestive untruth, pushing readers to see difference rather than showcasing coherence across continents, countries, and libraries. Faced with the need to create metadata that would serve across standards and across different institutions’ cataloguing and XML approaches, I created a single MODS <note displayLabel=”Catalog Note(s)”> to contain all the Walters’ TEI <note> elements. I did so to create a standard metadata form that would serve all institutions who chose to share their manuscripts and metadata. But I also knew that in so doing I was failing to create a perfect copy of the metadata entrusted to my care. To serve the greater project, my zeal for perfect changeless preservation had to begin to crack.

Similar challenges emerged when dealing with metadata concerning the Walters’ manuscripts’ languages. The Walters systematically seeks to serve the needs of human researchers and computer systems by pairing machine-readable information with human-friendly nuanced text.

It is simple to write an XQuery script crosswalking the information enclosed by the TEI element <textLang> tag into similar tags using DMS-Index-style MODS. However, machine-comprehensible information about manuscripts’ languages was locked within the @otherLangs and @mainLang attributes inside the Walters <textLang> element. The easiest way to move this information into MODS would have been to command oXygen to directly copy the three-letter language codes (“dut” and “lat”) from the @mainLang and @otherLangs attributes. But this would serve neither the needs of humans, nor computers. After all, computers do not know that “lat” means “Latin” unless humans tell them. So, “the easy fix” would result in “lat” and “dut” being listed as languages, instead of “Latin” and “Dutch” or “Flemish,” thus repeating and exacerbating all the problems of “parchment” versus “parch” described earlier.

Even more than being a good, dutiful scribe and “no trimmer,” my goal as data curator was to begin to help undo part of the digital Tower of Babel that develops when different institutions’ metadata jostles together in interoperable settings like DMS. Therefore,
I wrote a series of if-then-else statements in my XQuery script that ran through every possible three-letter language code in the Walters digitized manuscripts, in both @mainLang and @otherLangs attributes. (Doing so added more than 100 lines to my script.) Each time my program saw “lat,” “dut,” “gre,” or any other three letter language code in the inherited, “parent” metadata, its job was not to copy that language code into MODS element but to write in a new line of metadata. When the code saw “lat” in Walters TEI, it wrote in Stanford MODS:

```xml
<language>
  <languageTerm>Latin</languageTerm>
</language>
```

When it saw “arm” in Walters TEI, it wrote:

```xml
<language>
  <languageTerm>Armenian</languageTerm>
</language>
```

and so on. In short, to preserve the metadata, I had to change the metadata. Mouvance was inevitable. Despite my deep desire to dutifully copy my exemplars, even when those exemplars were characterized by beautifully organized XPaths, interoperability mandated that I could not not be Adam Scriveyn.

**Curation is Not the Same as Hoarding: Lessons Learned from Parker on the Web**

Unlike the Walters, the descriptive metadata for manuscripts accessible via Parker on the Web is not produced according to TEI P5, Chapter 10 guidelines. This is because the Parker on the Web app predates the creation of those TEI P5 guidelines on how to describe medieval manuscripts. Instead, the Parker team drew on what was considered best practice at the time the project was being designed, using then-current TEI P4 guidelines to encode M. R. James’s print catalogue (1909–1912), with some changes, additions, and customization. What this means is that the formal structures of the
Parker library metadata are very different from those of the Walters Art Museum’s metadata. While the Walters presents its metadata as short phrases nested along regular XPaths, and these XPaths are consistent across manuscript descriptions, Parker on the Web marks up prose. In the Parker on the Web metadata, long paragraphs of description are punctuated with TEI elements bracketing important search information.87

Due to the funding structures and project mission for my position, I wrote only one transform per repository, which meant that my transforms were limited to copying data that occurred in predictable XPaths across the majority of manuscripts in that repository. For instance, James’s manuscript descriptions often include a heading for Decoration Notes, which, when it is used, appears consistently along the XPath

/TEI/text/body/msDesc/p[@function="Decoration"]/decoNote

Using this XPath, my XQuery transform could pick out all information found between the <decoNote> tags at this path and then copy that same information into the appropriate MODS elements using the following command:

{for $f in $y/text/body/msDesc/p[@function="Decoration"]
 return
 <note displayLabel="Decoration Note">{data($f//normalize-space())}</note>}

which, essentially, tells oXygen to take whatever information it finds along the XPath TEI/text/body/msDesc/p[@function="Decoration"] and copy it into the space between the start-tag <note displayLabel="Decoration Note"> and the end-tag </note>. However, a number of manuscripts in Parker on the Web do not have the element <p function="Decoration">: from them, the command would collect no information along this path. Some of these manuscripts without the element <p function="Decoration"> contain decoration notes elsewhere in their metadata. For example, Corpus Christi Collect Cambridge, Parker Library MS 153 has no <p function="Decoration"> but has two <decoNote> elements retrievable at the XPath /TEI/text/body/msDesc/p/decoNote.88

Decoration notes for Corpus Christi College Cambridge, Parker Library, MS 304 appear not at /TEI/text/body/msDesc/p[@function="Decoration"] but instead at /TEI/text/body/msDesc/p[@function="Research"]/q/decoNote. For the data curator tasked with writing a single transform to work for an entire collection, such variation in XPaths is a significant challenge, because it means that similar information is stored at very different places, all of which need to be taken into account.

---

87 Paratextual elements, including paragraph breaks and running headnotes of the pages of the James catalog, are also all preserved in Parker’s XML tags.

88 See lines 96 and 98 in the descriptive metadata.
Furthermore, taking these other paths “into account” is not just a matter of obsessively close reading metadata patterns until all possible options emerge. In the Parker on the Web metadata, some of the information framed by granular tags like the `<decoNote>` mentioned above would be of extremely limited—or no—value once it has been extracted from its original setting and served out in an interoperable manuscript hub. For example, the descriptive metadata for Corpus Christi College Cambridge, Matthew Parker Library MS 304, as it is marked up in the Parker on the Web’s original P4 TEI, has eight extractable `<decoNote>` elements along the XPath `/TEI/text/body/msDesc/p[@function="Research"]//decoNote`. But while the first is of undeniable value for researchers encountering the manuscripts’ metadata in an external manuscript hub like DMS-Index, the latter seven contain content of limited value for reuse outside Parker on the Web (see Table 8.4).

Again, I do not want to be misunderstood. This is not a critique of what the Parker team did or did not do in marking up their metadata. Although those critiques have been, and continue to be, levelled (and may be of some value for new projects seeking models), such critiques are not particularly useful for anyone seeking to use the metadata of the Parker Project manuscripts as it exists today. One may dream of an ideal world in which every digitization and digital humanities project meticulously designs its metadata to simultaneously serve the needs of the project at hand, as well as all possible needs of all possible future inheritors of that data. One may also dream of an ideal world in which legacy projects, like the Parker, are given so many financial resources that they can hire a host of workers to retype the entire Parker Library catalogue according to the current TEI P5 manuscript description guidelines. While one is dreaming, one might also dream up a related endowment so that the Parker, and all libraries around the world like it who were early innovators in digitization, can be rewritten every time metadata standards evolve or the TEI changes. In the world in which we actually live and work, however, projects come into being in their own historical moment; their design is driven by that project’s particular needs and goals; and their metadata is shaped accordingly.

As a data curator, and as a literary scholar interested in the long evolution of text technologies, I have no interest in critiquing this project or arguing for that new method or standardization. Instead, I am interested in the concrete facts that underscore all digital work, and which therefore underscore the possibilities of that universal portal to all manuscripts that medievalists speak of in hushed and excited tones. Not all data can be reused. The painful truth is that, for various reasons, there will always be some data that cannot be translated from one project to another. And, in fact, in the case of `<decoNote>` here, translating that metadata into the new schema would result in a less useful final product for researchers using an aggregator like DMS-Index, a manuscript description riddled with enigmatic fragments that served former project needs but make little sense in the new system. As I worked with the metadata of the Parker Library, I set aside my motto of “be no trimmer” and—in collaboration with my project manager Benjamin

---

89 Taken to the extreme and committing to doing this to all 500+ manuscripts currently available in Parker on the Web, this approach would be extremely time-consuming, and still would not guarantee perfect extraction of the metadata.
Table 8.4. Descriptive metadata on the decorations and embellishments of Corpus Christi College Cambridge, Parker Library MS 304 as that information appears in the Parker on the Web TEI compared to what information would appear once this metadata had been extracted and transformed to DMS-Index MODS. Emphasis in TEI column added.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decoration Notes as they appear in Parker on the Web TEI (surrounding context included)</th>
<th>Extractable information as it would appear in DMS-Index MODS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;decoNote&gt;The three preliminary leaves are ornamentally written in large capitals (11 lines to a page), within borders, the first and last pages being enclosed in an arch, the rest within rectangular borders&lt;/decoNote&gt;.</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Decoration Note&quot;&gt;The three preliminary leaves are ornamentally written in large capitals (11 lines to a page), within borders, the first and last pages being enclosed in an arch, the rest within rectangular borders&lt;/note&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on the opposite page the text of &lt;name type=&quot;author&quot;&gt;Iuuencus&lt;/name&gt; begins without any rubric, the first preface being written &lt;decoNote&gt;in the same fancy capitals&lt;/decoNote&gt; as the verses of &lt;name type=&quot;person&quot;&gt;St Isidore&lt;/name&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Decoration Note&quot;&gt;in the same fancy capitals&lt;/note&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>then at once in larger capitals: sapientissimi uiri Iuuenci: xpiani: euangeliorum liber primus: explicit Incipit liber secundus caletii: aquilini: Inde philippus ait &gt;&gt;&gt; these last words are &lt;decoNote&gt;in red&lt;/decoNote&gt; but in ordinary uncial</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Decoration Note&quot;&gt;in red&lt;/note&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the 2nd book ends, and the 3rd begins thus (67&lt;abbr rend=&quot;superscript&quot;&gt;a&lt;/abbr&gt;&lt;locus&gt;67r&lt;/locus&gt;): turbasque reliquit. Explt Incpt liber tertius &lt;decoNote&gt;in red&lt;/decoNote&gt;)</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Decoration Note&quot;&gt;in red&lt;/note&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the 3rd book ends, and the 4th book begins (93&lt;abbr rend=&quot;superscript&quot;&gt;b&lt;/abbr&gt;&lt;locus&gt;93v&lt;/locus&gt;): hominum seletio fiet: Euangeliorum liber tertius explct &lt;decoNote&gt;in red&lt;/decoNote&gt;)</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Decoration Note&quot;&gt;in red&lt;/note&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incpt eiusdem liber ...(&lt;decoNote&gt;in black&lt;/decoNote&gt;)</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Decoration Note&quot;&gt;in black&lt;/note&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quartus? feliciter? (&lt;decoNote&gt;in red&lt;/decoNote&gt;). Talia n The MS. breaks off book IV, verse 733</td>
<td>&lt;note displayLabel=&quot;Decoration Note&quot;&gt;in red&lt;/note&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Albritton—developed a new motto: “curation is not the same as hoarding.” Everything cannot be kept. Users of digital manuscripts and their metadata would do well to recall Ariel’s song from *The Tempest*:

> Full fathom five thy father lies;  
> Of his bones are coral made;  
> Those are pearls that were his eyes:  
> Nothing of him that doth fade,  
> But doth suffer a sea-change  
> Into something rich and strange.\(^{90}\)

Creating new copies, physical or digital, is always a process of loss and change.

However, while some loss is inevitable, there are data that cannot be lost: for instance, manuscripts’ dates of creation. M.R. James dates his manuscripts in charmingly idiosyncratic phrases—and in roman numerals. In Parker on the Web these date notes are tagged in XML, using the same method as the `<decoNote>` tagging, which helps human readers but does not help a computer tasked with finding manuscripts from a certain century. By this time in my term as data curator, I was working with XQuery functions, which allowed me to help machine applications focus on standardized data within idiosyncratic human phrasing. In the Parker transform, I had hoped to use `fn:contains` to pull the date’s data from within the shifting human words and recopy it into machine-friendly form. I found, however, that the underlying logic of roman numerals stood in the way of my proposed solution. Since “xiii” contains “xii,” “xi,” and “x,” the new digital humanities skills I had been honing did not help me with this part of the Parker metadata (although they were exceedingly useful elsewhere). In projects like these, when one works on grant money for the set term of two years, time spent learning new skills to pursue the particular challenges of one institution’s metadata set is useful to a point: beyond that, it is a field of diminishing returns. In time-sensitive, grant-funded work, excessive time expended on one data set is time that cannot be given to other libraries’ metadata. In the case of the Parker on the Web, rather than continue to spend more time and grant money learning new techniques (say, a reverse case statement, which would have helped here) in hopes that they *might* work, after a certain period of time I moved forward with the skills I had. With Albritton’s support, I ceased trying to pull dates from the XML marked-up James’s catalogue and instead pulled the Parker manuscripts’ dates from the Parker on the Web’s `.html` (which had the added benefit of containing revised dates based on new research and better information than what James used).

Significantly, our solution echoes medieval copying practices of combining flawed or fragmentary exemplars to create a better copy. For example, midway through Thomas Hoccleve’s *Series* (early 1420s), the narrator Thomas shows a character known as “the Friend” the new English translation of a story from the *Gesta Romanorum* that the Friend asked Thomas to create.\(^{91}\) Thomas tells the Friend that the poem is complete. However, the Friend objects that Thomas’s new translation lacks the moralization that the Friend treasures in his personal copy of the *Gesta*. The Friend lends this second copy

---

\(^{90}\) Shakespeare, *The Tempest*, I.ii. 474–79.

\(^{91}\) See “Fabula de Quadam Imperatrice Romana” in *'My Compleinte' and Other Poems*, lines 953–80.
to Thomas, whereupon Thomas copies the missing portion into his book. From two Latin exemplars arises Thomas’s single English text. Neither Thomas nor the Friend are troubled by Thomas’s failure to make a perfect copy of either exemplar. Precise copying of one parent manuscript is not the point for them. Combining the best parts of both to create a newer and more useful copy is.

Similarly, in drawing dates from the Parker .html and everything else from the Parker’s TEI-marked-up James’s catalogue, I found myself making a “better” object by copying parts of two separate documents. There are perhaps no downsides here. The dates are more correct. The manuscripts more discoverable. But in taking the best data from two different copies I had to let go of what I had seen as a scribe-like duty to make a precise copy in order to make a more useful copy. Over the months of my postdoc work, both my skills as a copyist and my understanding of the kind of copying I was supposed to be doing were evolving. I no longer saw data curation as a duty to strictly preserve inherited documents. Instead, my duty was to create documents that could be used.

To put it less like a data curator and more like a medievalist, in working with the Parker on the Web metadata for DMS-Index, I moved past the association of copyist-induced change with betrayal, loss, and violence that I had drawn from the Chaucerian lyric “Adam Scriveyn.” Instead, my models became Chaucer’s heirs: Thomas Hoccleve and John Lydgate. In the prologue to *The Fall of Princes*, Lydgate (translating and transforming Laurent de Premierfait, who in turn is translating and transforming Boccaccio) describes the positive reasons that copyists change old books as they make them anew:

Artifíceres hauyng exercise  
May chaunge and turne bi good discrecioun  
Shappis, formys, and newli hem deuyse,  
Make and vnmake in many sondry wyse,  
As potteres, which to that craft entende,  
Breke and renewe ther vesselis to a-mende.

Thus men off crafft may off due riht,  
That been inuentiff & han experience,  
Fantasien in ther inward siht  
Deuises newe thoruh ther excellence;  
Expert maistres han therto licence  
Fro good to bettir for to chaunge a thyng,  
And semblabli these clerkis in writyng,

Thyng that was maad of auctours hembeforn,  
Thei may off newe fynde and fantasie,  
Out of old chaff trie out ful cleene corn,  
Make it more fresh and lusti to the eie,  
Ther subtil witt and ther labour applie,  
With ther colours agreable off hewe,  
Make olde thynges for to seeme newe.

[Craftsmen, having practical experience,  
May change and turn by good judgment
Shapes, forms, and newly construct them
Make and undo in many different ways—
Like potters, who are inclined to that craft,
Break and revise their vessels to emend.

Thus men of craft may of due right
(That are inventive and have experience)
May think up in their inward sight
New designs through their excellence.
Experienced masters have the right
From good to better to change a thing—
And similarly, these clerks in writing

A thing that was made by earlier authors/authorities
The clerks may, through new discoveries and invention,
Out of old chaff produce very pure corn,
Make it more vivid and pleasing to the eye
Their clever judgment/understanding and their labor apply
With their colours of pleasing hue
Make old things appear new.]92

Like Lydgate’s “artificeres,” “men off crafft,” and “clerkis in writyng” who “make and unmake in many sondry wyse,” curating manuscript metadata for reuse in interoperable environments requires—and likely will always require—a certain amount of breaking, renewing, and amending. Rather than see that breaking and renewal as a betrayal of the medieval past, I propose that closer attention to the hidden labour of metadata transformation underlying digital manuscripts reveals just how deeply digital medieval book culture is rooted in copying practices akin to those practiced by medieval writers, scribes, and bookmakers.

The Tower of Babel in the Catalogue: e-codices and the Place of English in Digital Manuscript Studies

E-codices, the digital medieval manuscript library of Switzerland, collects the digitized manuscripts of more than fifty-eight libraries and private collections, both in and outside of Switzerland. A basic level of manuscript metadata is shared via the Open Archive Initiative Dublin Core (OAI:DC) metadata standard: manuscript’s title, short description/abstract, author or creator, publisher, date, and format, which includes material support and foliation statement. This DC-tagged information is in English, and is lean and accessible across institutions. However, because it has been carefully shaped to fit the goals and requirements of OAI:DC, this first layer of metadata does not match the scope of the descriptive metadata DMS-Index contained drawn from the Walters Art Museum and Parker on the Web. For instance, e-codices’ top-layer DC metadata does not contain a full statement of contents, detailed decoration descriptions, or detailed

92 Lydgate, Fall of Princes, bk 1, lines 9–28.
provenance information. This information, instead, appears in a second set of meta-
data documents: extended, granular descriptions in TEI P5 rich enough to empower the
far-reaching research that interoperable hubs like DMS-Index seek to support. Thus, by
pairing two different metadata standards, to support two different kinds of interaction
with their data, e-codices manages to serve the inter-repository needs of simplicity, and
individual researchers’ needs for scholarly depth. Using the same approach I had devel-
oped on the Parker Library metadata, I was determined to pull the best information from
the DC and the TEI, seeking to make the richest possible metadata for future researchers
using DMS-Index.

However, dipping into these richer TEI manuscript descriptions brought a new cur-
ation challenge. As the e-codices personnel with whom I corresponded had warned,
these extended TEI descriptions were often not in English, but in German, Italian,
and French. For example, Cologny, Fondation Martin Bodmer, Cod. Bodmer 174, a fif-
teenth-century manuscript of Laurent de Premierfait for Jean de Berry was equally popular, as evidenced by the 68
manuscript copies of this text still in existence....</abstract>

<note displayLabel="Catalog Note(s)">Traduction par Laurent de Premierfait exécutée
en 1409. Ce manuscrit ne comporte pas le premier prologue de Laurent de Premierfait
(dédicace de sa traduction).</note>

<note displayLabel="Foliation: Statement">Foliotation récente au crayon de 10 en 10.
Les deux feuillets de garde, au début et à la fin, sont contemporains du manuscrit. Le
feuillet 338v° est blanc.</note>

<note displayLabel="Hand Note">Ecriture bâtarde. Une seule main.</note>

Table 8.5. Mock-up of what that macaronic description, drawing together English-
language OAI:DC and French-language TEI, might look like.

<abstract> This ethical work by Boccaccio, originally written between 1353 and 1356
and expanded in 1373, addresses the subject of the unevenness of fate. Manuscript
copies of the work were frequently made; it was issued in print and translated into
many languages. It enjoyed great popularity in Europe. The French translation by
Laurent de Premierfait for Jean de Berry was equally popular, as evidenced by the 68
manuscript copies of this text still in existence....</abstract>

For most data curators, this kind of linguistic mash-up would be immediately and
obviously untenable. Yet I wondered if it could be defended. Medieval writers wrote mac-
aronic verse. Some of the most famous and influential “English” medieval manuscripts
are, in fact, multilingual, and the recovery of medieval multilingualism is an important focus in the field. 93

Ultimately, however, DMS-Index was not just for experts who have the languages to tackle medieval and modern multilingualism. In helping build the next iteration of DMS-Index, I was hoping to create something also useful for undergraduates, book artists, calligraphers, and interested hobbyists. But seeking this broader audience imposed strict limits on what could be defined as “usable” metadata. What would students in a medieval literature course or an introductory book history course do when set to research using digital sources? The formal language of manuscript description already carries a high cognitive load for beginners. 94 Asking new recruits to medieval studies to also engage with formal manuscript descriptions that slide from English into Italian, German, and French would likely push that cognitive load to the breaking point. Accessibility does not just mean putting manuscripts on the web. It means surrounding those manuscripts with information that acts as a doorway in for new users. Words, as Geoffrey of Vinsauf puts it in his Poetria Nova (1208–1213), should work to render difficult ideas accessible. 95 His early thirteenth-century counsel on the ornaments of style offers an important critique of language used to render medieval manuscripts “accessible” in the digital age:

If, therefore, you introduce any words that are strange or recondite, you are displaying your own virtuosity thereby.... Take counsel: it may be you know all things—you are greater in others than this—still, in your mode of expression be one of those others.... Regard not your own capacities, therefore, but rather his with whom you are speaking. 96

Seeking to open up manuscripts to a wider range of possible users, I abandoned the macaronic manuscript catalogue.

This decision is not ideologically neutral. There are important, growing critiques of digital humanities that highlight its problems of monolingualism, monoculturalism, and the dominance of English as its lingua franca. 97 In seeking to better serve more diverse

93 See, for example, Butterfield, The Familiar Enemy.
94 For this point, in particular, I am indebted to the students in my “Medieval Books in the Digital Age” course, Binghamton University, Fall 2015. While I have taught manuscripts at other universities and to other students who I am certain also found manuscript descriptions difficult to parse, these students were uniquely honest about their difficulties parsing the stylized language of formal manuscript description. My thinking on language, access, and medieval studies is also informed by Carruthers, “Micrological Aggregates: Is the New Chaucer Society Speaking in Tongues?”
95 Geoffrey of Vinsauf, Poetria Nova, 54–55.
96 Geoffrey of Vinsauf, Poetria Nova, 55.
audiences within the English-speaking world, my curation decisions also reified in
DMS-Index—at least for now—the problematic state of English as a default language of
international scholarship.\textsuperscript{98} Put differently, in seeking to solve one problem of the lack of
diversity in the academy, my choices contributed to another.

\textbf{Conclusion}

I remain profoundly displeased by the choices that I made regarding the e-codices meta-
data. In the same way, I am haunted by other curation decisions I made as data curator
for digital metadata from many other institutions generously sharing their manuscripts
with DMS-Index. There are good reasons why I made these decisions, and in the previous
pages I hope I have suggested some of those:

- The ever-present panting of “time’s winged chariot” that one lives under on a short-
term project supported by external grant money and how that pressure influences
project forms and timelines
- The slow-growing DH- and data curation skills that beginning digital humanists can
only learn on the job through the process of trial, error; and making, and the impact
that this learning will inevitably have on project processes and final productions
- The idea that we do not digitize these manuscripts solely for scholars, and my meta-
data is meaningless if it does not help recruit future generations to the study and
care of medieval literature and culture.

But these good reasons do not erase the fact that I have equally good reasons to continue
to be haunted.

In the end, I would argue that there is great value in publicly owning the haunting
choices we make on digital projects. It is \textit{good} for digital humanists to be haunted by the
choices we make. Exorcism is not—should not—be the point: instead, we need to con-
tinue to discuss those hauntings and ethical compromises publicly. It is wrong to hide
these ghosts because, in the case of my work on DMS-Index and other labour on digital
manuscripts, hiding our ghosts contributes to an incorrect impression that all digital
manuscripts can be all things, to all people, in the first iteration. As a corrective, those of
us involved in digital projects and digitization need to carve out spaces to openly reflect on
the compromises we have made, under what conditions, and for what reasons, while per-
haps also laying out ways that we hope future iterations and future makers might improve
on our compromises and alleviate our betrayals. When information is excised and done so
consistently, that needs to be made transparent in multiple areas. It is of paramount impor-
tance to be as clear—as honest—about any modifications or transformations as possible.

By explicitly using medieval writers like Chaucer, Hoccleve, and Lydgate to the-
orize digitization and manuscript metadata, I hope I have also shown two additional

\textsuperscript{98} See, for instance, Bocanegra-Valle, “‘English is my default academic language,’” and Clavert,
“The Digital Humanities Multicultural Revolution Did Not Happen Yet.”
things: first, how much of one’s own world view and research digital makers bring to their projects. Just as data is not neutral, making digital things is never neutral. DH projects are shaped by who we are, and what we value and need, as we engage in the act of building. After seven years’ intensive study on medieval literature and culture, I could no more stop being a medievalist as I did my digital work than I could stop breathing—and (even if those medievalist principles are not, or at least not yet, explicitly described alongside my work in DMS-Index) my deep reading in late medieval English literature acted as a lodestar for my nascent theories of digital book making.

Second, by reflecting on how much Chaucer, Hoccleve, and Lydgate shaped my curatorial work, I hope to have demonstrated more broadly just how much the cultures of pre-modern book-making have to offer contemporary digital humanities. The rhetoric of DH and digitization can slip into technological determinism and techno-utopianism. Against these impulses, medieval writers’ insights into the labour, purpose, and limitations of book-making can serve as a useful corrective to modern visions of unchecked progress. Furthermore, when medieval works are marked up for further processing using modern computer languages and technologies, editors are engaging in a centuries-old practice that they may not be entirely aware of. Developing a richer, more self-conscious awareness of the long history of those practices can in turn inform and temper some of the central presumptions about digital technologies today—including any claim that the present is a break with the past simply because today’s work happens to be digital. Bringing this prehistory into contemporary conversations on digitization helps shift modern discussions away from wide claims of democratization to more nuanced consideration: *democratizing for whom? To what end? At what cost—both literally, in terms of dollars or pounds expended to achieve project goals, and figuratively. Who, or what, has been treated as expendable?*

Moreover, making those inevitable compromises explicit does not just allow modern users to become more literate in digital manuscripts: it embeds the digital manuscript more overtly, and more firmly, in the historical moment of its own making, revealing the pressures under which all digital books are produced and circulated. The exploration of networks of making and circulation is, of course, a central credo of book historians. By making both our data and statements on the compromises that have shaped them openly available—participating in a self-conscious and rigorous codicology of digital medieval books—medievalists can do important work demystifying what has, too often over the last few decades, been treated as a transparent or simple process. Medieval manuscripts on screens are, fundamentally, different objects from the physical ones they seek to represent. As we leave the incunabula age of digitization, the time has come to not just *say* this—but to treat them as such, and to study their creation for insights into medieval labour and bookmaking, and into the invisible making that increasingly shapes our scholarship today.

Finally, there is an important ethical aspect to fostering a richer and more rigorous curiosity into the digital labour and labourers that make and maintain digital medieval books. Digitizers and data curators are inescapably part of the present history of the digitized manuscripts upon which much of our research depends. They are also inescapably part of our world today. The photographers who helped digitize the Matthew Parker
Library at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge are Polish. At the time of writing, some of them are still working as digitizers at Cambridge University Library. The "Brexit" vote of June 2016 raises questions about their future employment. It also raises questions about their safety, as anti-Polish and anti-immigrant violence in Britain surges in the wake of that referendum. As I write these lines in New York in November 2016, the United States is facing its own wave of post-election, racist, anti-immigrant, anti-Muslim, and anti-woman violence. How many medievalists and manuscript scholars know whether American-based digitizers of medieval books will find themselves targeted in the weeks and months to come? (How many of us even know these digitizers’ names?) Whether or not we pre-modern book historians and digital humanists choose to make these connections, we are implicated in the infrastructures and politics that shape the lives of these modern makers of medieval books. We dedicate our lives to studying all that can be discovered about the processes of bookmaking and the makers of medieval books more than half a millennium ago: we should be able to extend that care to the modern copyists of medieval books today.

In this call to action, I have no medieval antecedent. Medieval book history is teeming with unnamed and uncredited labourers. Alexandra Gillespie has noted that the individual agency generally attributed to single individuals—especially printers, such as “Caxton,” “de Worde,” “Grafton,” “Pynson,” etc.—is a convenient shorthand for much more complicated relationships among networks of labourers. As Gillespie insists, whenever these names are used they “should be understood as collaborative (involving other publishers, other printers, correctors, compositors, foremen, apprentices).” Unfortunately, by-and-large they are not—Caxton is lionized as a unique genius and the workers who actually made the type and pressed the books fade into shadows from which they cannot return. But in this next push to copy medieval books into new media, it need not remain this way. We have a chance, in this next chapter of medieval book history, to rectify some of these long-standing wrongs and fill in those vexing silences with living voices. Ultimately, this is my challenge for medievalists, manuscript scholars, and digital humanists: that we expand our circle of inquiry to include living bookmakers as well as the dead, in order to write them—to invite these bookmakers to write themselves—back into the long history of medieval books.
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